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        The Gigaset N300A IP is a Dect Base Station + Answer Machine, that support connectivity via a standard BT land line and up to 6 VoIP accounts
It supports the registration of up to 6 handsets and 4 concurrent calls (3 SIP + 1 PSTN) 
Choose from mulitple compatible Gigaset handsets

Power supply included

Next Working Day Delivery From £5
(Orders placed before 5pm)
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To check compatibility click here
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                                I like it, just what. It does what it says and does it well.

It has a plastic case and its light weight makes it feel a bit flimsy but it isn't.

The product is let down by the manual which is on the CD but you can't access it unless you instal Acrobat Reader. I have my own PDF software so I don't want another program on my computer.
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                                Acts as a DECT base station handling both IP and landline calls. With compatible handsets (I bought c430h) it displays the type of incoming call and allow you to choose your outgoing route at the time of dialling.



On the minus side you can't manage the phonebook from the PC. Neither can you access the answering machine(s) from outside.
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                                bought a N300AIP and A510H on a combo deal. The cd supplied with the N300AIP only runs on the wizard guide  therefore I cannot

view user manual. I was e-mailed an attachment by Gigaset that wouldn't convert to pdf as password protected. The 200 page manual on Gigaset's website doesn't relate to using a A510H handset with a N300AIP base. I would not recommend this combo.                             
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                                Good product with plenty of features.  Easy setup only let down by the fact that the phonebook cannot be loaded in off the computer



The with the handset I bought with the N300A IP (A510H) it is also let down by the build quality, a bit to light and plastic'y.



I would still recommend this product for the flexibility and the flexibility in handling multiple IP/Phone lines                            
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